Al-Hayy (The Living), Al-Qayyum (The Sustainer)

The One Who has perfect life, existing in and of Himself and not dependent upon anyone else. The Sustainer of the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth, the One Who regulates their affairs and provisions. The Living includes all of the Attributes of His Self and The Sustainer includes all the Attributes of His Actions.

"Allaah! There is no deity worthy of worship but Him, the Living, the Sustaining." (3:1)

"All faces shall be humbled before (Allaah), the Living, the Sustaining. And the one who carried the burden of wrong-doing shall be in complete loss!" (20:111)

Source: [here](http://tiest.staff.ipb.ac.id/2013/09/14/al-hayy-the-living-al-qayyum-the-sustainer/)
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